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status
@NikiOhsBarnes @donalynbooks @kelleemoye Oy. Meant 10 for RA & 20 for IR.
@litnlearn @leakelley @kelleemoye Do you do RAs consistently all year?
Thanks @kelleemoye It was fun! #rwworkshop
Thank you to everyone for taking part in tonight's chat. Will see you next month4/4/12 at 9PM ET!!! #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges Read alouds during minilesson or split with independent or first 10
minutes or last 10 minutes. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges I am 20 minute independent, 20 minute minilesson, 20 minute
activity, 20 minute computer (I teach intensive rdg). #rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 See you next month! Thank you for stopping by! #rwworkshop
So how do you schedule ur time? @leakelley @kelleemoye @litnlearn #rwworkshop
Thanks for a great chat. See you next month. #rwworkshop
@yabookbridges @kelleemoye Used to have 84 min block + 40 for SS in pm. Now 2 40min blocks are "Eng Review" w/someone else. #Rwworkshop
@litnlearn @PolkaDotOwlBlog You are probably picturing the same funny thing I am
picturing. #rwworkshop
How do you set up your microphone for Skype. Do you have student introduce class?
I'm playing with these settings. #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog @kelleemoye Too funny. Getting very interesting picture of arm
here. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Definitely no animals. #Rwworkshop
@leakelley How long is your block? what does if day look like? I have 90 min but
working at school on 1st yr of block. #rwworkshop
@PolkaDotOwlBlog Sweet- I will look for it. #rwworkshop
I switch my read aloud time. But, if I do it at the end, I set a timer to make sure I
BEGIN w/ enough time to read for 10mins #rwworkshop
@leakelley How long are your classes? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I am doign a blog post that will be up later this week or weekend with
pics. #rwworkshop
@leakelley The book made it seem like it was shut down- surprised it is still there. No
more animals, though, right? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye SUPER easy. We have this "arm" thing that put the webcam above the
students. She could see all very easily. #rwworkshop
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9:51 PM I do read aloud at start or middle. Independent reading at end. #Rwworkshop
9:50 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog I need to get over mine ;) How did you set it up? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Yup, still there. I thought for sure it was gone. It's a glorified flea market.
9:50 PM #Rwworkshop
9:49 PM It was awesome. I am glad I got over my skype fear. #rwworkshop
9:49 PM @yabookbridges I believe @donalynbooks does hers at the end... #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @leakelley Is it still there? #rwworkshop
@leakelley After reading the book, I have a really strong image of what he must have
9:48 PM looked like. Glad he was moved. #rwworkshop
Seems class goes smoother if start w RA. They're calm & attentive. Helps w tardiness.
9:48 PM Seen PD abt having it at end so wondered. #rwworkshop
9:47 PM Here is where Ivan lived #rwworkshop http://t.co/soNFyBLw
@PolkaDotOwlBlog Very jealous of your skype visit. What an amazing thing for your
9:47 PM students today. #rwworkshop
9:45 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog Your Skype must have been amazing! Good for your!
@PolkaDotOwlBlog Wow. The author herself! What a great experience. I'm sure this
9:45 PM book will be up for some awards. #rwworkshop
@litnlearn The mall is in Tacoma, WA, and we would go there, though I have no Ivan
9:45 PM memory. My mom says he looked sad. #Rwworkshop
YO! We had a great #WRAD today in Room 23. Our Skypes with @michaelascotto,
9:45 PM @librarygrl2 and @katiedavisburps were AMAZING! #rwworkshop
9:45 PM @yabookbridges I like the beginning, but I know others like the end. #rwworkshop
9:44 PM @yabookbridges Beginning. Then you have no excises not to do it. #rwworkshop
I was thinking today it would be cool to connect with the Atlanta zoo and talk about
9:44 PM how Ivan is doing when we finish the book. #rwworkshop
@litnlearn LOVE Hurt Go Happy. About a chimp and definitely builds empathy like Ivan
9:44 PM does. #rwworkshop
9:44 PM When do u think is best time for read aloud-beginning or end of class? #rwworkshop
9:43 PM She was fantastic. Better than any writing lesson I've done. More meaningful
9:43 PM We talked about being an author, favorite books, how she came to write about Ivan.
9:43 PM @litnlearn He lives in Atlanta. #rwworkshop
9:43 PM @kelleemoye Don't know that, but I'm adding it to my list! #rwworkshop
9:43 PM Come share what you did for #WRAD12 in #rwworkshop chat.
9:42 PM @leakelley You visited the real Ivan? Really? #rwworkshop
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@PolkaDotOwlBlog Really? That is an amazing skye visit. I really need to get a
9:42 PM webcam! #rwworkshop
Have any of you visited the real Ivan? Also have you read Willie B's story? Similar to
9:42 PM Ivan's and good. #rwworkshop
9:42 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog Sounds fun. What did you tweet about? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I meant skyped. Lol. I have tweeting on the brain. She read to kids from
9:41 PM Ivan and did Q & A #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog That is awesome! Did she respond? #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @litnlearn LOVE Ivan! I used to visit real life inspiration for story as a kid.
@litnlearn I do Hurt Go Happy as a read aloud so Ivan will easily connect- I can't wait
9:40 PM to share Ivan. #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @litnlearn We tweeted with Katherine today for #WRAD. It was GREAT! #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @litnlearn I am reading it to oneof my classes now. Students love it! #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @PolkaDotOwlBlog Hi! Welcome :) #rwworkshop
I loved Breaking Stalin's Nose & Breadcrumbs ~ Good read alouds. Reading Glory Be
9:39 PM now, so far that looks like an option too. #rwworkshop
I can't wait to read One and Only Ivan aloud. Love this story. Will be great for building
9:38 PM empathy. #rwworkshop
9:38 PM Hey tweeps! #rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 @kelleemoye We require note below 8th to borrow Catching Fire &
9:38 PM Mockingjay from us. We allow Hunger gr. 6 and up. #Rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 I have it in my classroom, but I wouldn't read it aloud until 8th. Many
9:36 PM students are reading it b/c of the movie. #rwworkshop
9:36 PM @leakelley I put it on my TBR list. #rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 I teach 8th but have 6th for homeroom, lunch, flex time. Small Catholic
9:35 PM school PreK to 8. #Rwworkshop
9:35 PM @leakelley LOVE penguins too. Will have to get it- I'll reserve it from my library.
@kelleemoye I agree, but I see it more hands of 5th & 6th graders. I don't allow it in
9:35 PM my class. #rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 One Cool Friend is picture book. Boy gets penguin from zoo (real, not
9:34 PM stuffed). Dad doesn't notice. Or does he? #Rwworkshop
9:33 PM @kkilpatrick7 8th or 9th #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @kkilpatrick7 I teach 6th, 7th and 8th #rwworkshop
9:33 PM What grade do you think is appropriate to read Hunger Games? #rwworkshop
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RT @kelleemoye: @kkilpatrick7 I think Bad Kitty for President will be a great asset in
Civics classes. #rwworkshop
Are you both 6th grade teachers? #rwworkshop
@leakelley I don't know it. Would it be appropriate for 5th grade? #rwworkshop
@leakelley Never read it- what is it? #rwworkshop
Have you read One Cool Friend by Tony Buzzeo? Has twist at end. Thinking about
reading and reflecting multiple times. #Rwworkshop
@leakelley That is one of those awesome times that makes this all worth it.
@kkilpatrick7 Both. Depending on what works. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Saw a parent in office w/Pete book last week. I complimented her on
choice. She said 6th grade son made her buy it. #Rwworkshop
Do you read aloud picture books as mentor texts for mini lessons or chapter books?
@leakelley LOL- I love how you use Pete! What a way to make students feel
comfortable. #rwworkshop
I now have rockin' in my school shoes in my head. #Rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 I think Bad Kitty for President will be a great asset in Civics classes.
@leakelley Love that. They are still such kids. #rwworkshop
I haven't read Bad Kitty to the students, but have recommended "BK for President"
informative @ the process of the election #rwworkshop
I used Pete the Cat with 6th grade on first day when they were scared. They sang and
danced. We watch it at lunch sometimes. #Rwworkshop
@leakelley You will love it! #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Haven't read Wonder but have it. Might use it next year since most have
read Out of my Minf by now. #Rwworkshop
@leakelley That is so cute! Made you guys love it didn't it? #rwworkshop
@kkilpatrick7 I cannot wait to share it with my students- just book talking without
read aloud makes them want to read it. #rwworkshop
My 5th grade teacher read us Bridge to Terebithia and used our names instead of
characters. Still don't know names in book. #Rwworkshop
I read Wonder a couple chapters to one of the classes today...they all want it now :)
@leakelley Never read East- did read Jessica Day George's version of the same fairy
tale. #rwworkshop
@dorihbutler she read from her mystery novel "Do You Know the Monkey Man?" My
students insist I finish rding it for read aloud. #rwworkshop
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9:17 PM @leakelley I, too, LOVE Out of my Mind- have you read Wonder? #rwworkshop
@leakelley Hm- I've never thought of using Pete the Cat or Bad Kitty with middle
9:17 PM schoolers. #rwworkshop
Loved EAST as a read aloud. Loved OUT OF MY MIND. 6th graders love PETE THE CAT.
9:16 PM Miss Kelley love BAD KITTY. #Rwworkshop
9:15 PM @kkilpatrick7 Sounds like fun! Who did you skype with? #rwworkshop
9:15 PM I recently read Umbrella Summer. My 5th graders loved it. #rwworkshop
I had 2 skype sessions, read to 2 classes in addition to my own. Made our own rding
9:14 PM video, watched rding videos. Had a blast. #rwworkshop
9:13 PM @leakelley Testing messes stuff up- What is your favorite read aloud though?
9:13 PM @kkilpatrick7 Hi Kristen :) #rwworkshop
Nothing, so embarrassed! I did read a chapter in DAIRY QUEEN. We had a short day for
9:13 PM PD and are still catching up from testing. #Rwworkshop
9:12 PM BTW, it's Kristen :) #rwworkshop
9:12 PM @kkilpatrick7 Welcome! How did you celebrate WRAD today? #rwworkshop
9:12 PM Hi Everyone, Looking forward to talking read alouds #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @leakelley What did you do for WRAD? #rwworkshop
9:11 PM Hi Lea :) #rwworkshop
9:10 PM Hi Kellee! #Rwworkshop
Hello 9:00PM ET on the first Wednesday of the month- welcome to reading/writing
9:05 PM workshop chat. #rwworkshop
I cannot wait to talk about my world read aloud experience as well as my favorite read
8:57 PM alouds today! #WRAD12 #rwworkshop
8:42 PM Almost time for #rwworkshop- please join us at 9PM ET!
RT @kelleemoye: 2 hours until #rwworkshop chat where we will discuss read alouds in
7:05 PM honor of World Read Aloud day. #WRAD12
2 hours until #rwworkshop chat where we will discuss read alouds in honor of World
6:56 PM Read Aloud day. #WRAD12
Don't forget that tonight at 9PM ET is #rwworkshop chat. We will be discussing read
8:11 AM alouds in honor of world read aloud day #WRAD (plsRT)
RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
6:53 AM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
12:01 AM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
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RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
3/6/2012 11:44 PM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
3/6/2012 11:42 PM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
3/6/2012 10:44 PM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to
3/6/2012 10:37 PM discuss reading & writing workshop. (Pls RT)
Tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat! I hope you will join us at 9PM ET to discuss reading &
3/6/2012 10:35 PM writing workshop. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Oh my goodness- just realized #rwworkshop is on Wednesday! Join
3/5/2012 6:23 PM us at 9PM ET to discuss reading and writing workshop.
Oh my goodness- just realized #rwworkshop is on Wednesday! Join us at 9PM ET to
3/5/2012 6:02 PM discuss reading and writing workshop.

